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Wynnum Marine Appointed MasterCraft Dealer
One of Queensland’s
longest established and
most respected marine
dealers, Wynnum
Marine, has been
appointed the exclusive
dealer for MasterCraft
ski and wake boats for
the SE Queensland
region. The MasterCraft
line of ski boats is widely accepted as the premier ski boat brand, worldwide.

Wynnum Marine is fully committed to the MasterCraft brand with an initial stocking
of four MasterCraft boats. These include the MasterCraft X2, X25, X10, and Pro Star.
The recently released NXT model will also be stocked just as soon as it becomes
available. Customers can visit Wynnum Marine today and personally inspect these
world class ski and wake boats. The quality, appointments and features of
MasterCraft boats is without peer.

MasterCraft boats are wholly manufactured in the United States. The MasterCraft
company was founded in 1968 when the first model was manufactured in a farm barn
in Maryville, Tennessee. In the first year of business, just 12 boats were produced.
Today, 46 years later, annual production of MasterCraft boats runs to many thousands.
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The international success of the MasterCraft brand is attributed to product innovation,
styling, comfort, performance and quality. The MasterCraft range covers ten models
ranging in length from 6.10m (20’) through to 7.34m (24’6”).
MasterCraft boats are purpose designed for wake boarding and water skiing. The hull
design and engineering built into each model is squarely aimed at delivering the best
possible ride for customers. Whether skiing, wake boarding or wake surfing there is a
purpose designed MasterCraft model to suit.
“We feel privileged to have been appointed the exclusive MasterCraft dealer in south
east Queensland,” said Justin Nichols of Wynnum Marine.
“This is a high quality, keenly sought after ski boat. There is absolutely nothing else
like a prestige MasterCraft... it truly is the Rolls Royce of the water ski market.”

The MasterCraft appointment is an ideal fit for Wynnum Marine. Wynnum Marine is
also the Brisbane dealer for Cruise Craft boats, a brand that is nationally respected for
the same qualities as MasterCraft.

Wynnum Marine is the Brisbane home of CruiseCraft boats. The dealership is the
authorised dealer for Cruise Craft, MasterCraft, Stacer and Gemini inflatable’s, plus
Yamaha outboard engines.
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